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Abstract 
In this paper we have presented validation of proposed usability driven web based software process model 
(UdWbM) through simulation. We have used Software Engineering gaming tool SimSE for making simulation of a 
system (taken as case study) by following the steps proposed by the model. Simulation was also developed for some 
existing models using the same constraints. UdWbM is then compared with some existing models to show the 
results. Paper also shows comparative study of existing models with UdWbM through literature.  
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1. Introduction 
1. Introduction: 
The World Wide Web is increasingly pervading every aspect of our lives. It has vividly influenced us in several 
ways and has developed to become a very attractive and leading stand for deploying trade and societal applications 
and managerial information systems [1]. Modern Web applications are full-fledged, multifaceted software systems 
providing customizable services. Web Application development involves planning, selection of an appropriate Web 
architecture, system design, page design, coding, content creation and its maintenance, testing, quality assurance, 
and performance evaluation. It also involves continual update and maintenance of the Web system as the well as 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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post-launch operational review of the system. So, to successfully build complex Web-based systems and 
applications, both large and small, Web developers need to adopt a disciplined process and sound design 
methodologies. In short, of being the software systems, the web based system need a sound software development 
process model (dedicated for web). Software process model is defined to be the abstract representation of the design, 
architecture and definition of the software process [8]. It is defined to be the simplified description of the process or 
set of activities chosen to build a software product. It is said to be the networked set of activities, objects, 
transformations, and events that combine to form a framework which to used to lead a software product to 
accomplishment [9]. Within this framework which is architectural framework several processes are defined. A 
software process model is one specific picture of such software process architecture [10]. The model also needs to 
be validated. This paper presents validation criteria of proposed usability driven software process model [2] by using 
a simulation tool called SimSE. SimSE is a software engineering simulation environment (in the form of a game) 
whose goal is to bridge the gap between the large amount of conceptual software engineering knowledge and work 
put into practice in software engineering project [3]. The simulation environment provides the user with a game-like 
experience: all output is presented in a graphical user interface, which realistically portrays all of the characters, 
surroundings, artifacts, causes and effects of decisions, and other various details present in a real world software 
engineering environment [4].  
2. Background Study: 
 
 
%DFNJURXQG VWXG\ RI WKH PRGHO LV EDVHG RQ WKH 3UREOHP VWDWHPHQW ³9DOLGDWLRQ 	 GHYHORSPHQW RI XVDELOLW\
GULYHQVRIWZDUHSURFHVVPRGHO´ZKLFKFRPSULVHRIWKHIROORZLQJSDUWV a) Development of an appropriate model for 
web applications. b) Comparison with existing Software process model through literature. c) Validation of model to 
determine the degree to which a simulation model and its associated data are an accurate representation of the real 
world. First part i.e. development of an appropriate model is already proposed and published [2].  
 
3. Proposed Usability Driven Software Process Model [2]: 
 
Proposed Usability Driven Web based software process model is a software development model especially 
meant for web based software, containing several stages or phases from static information gathering to the web 
based VRIWZDUH¶VWHVWLQJDQGGHSOR\PHQW,WLVFRPSOHWHLQWKHVHQVHLWDSSHDUVDVDQHQWLUHSURFHVVWREXLOGDZHE
based software application. It covers all the activities rendered for software development from requirement 
elicitation to design, coding and testing. Model contains certain sub activities in each phase describing the flow 
and steps which should be followed to develop a web application. The main emphasis of the model is on 
usability aspect, keeping in view the criticality of the user interface for a good web application. Flexible and easy 
change manageable nature of the model makes it different and worth using as compared to other development 
approaches of web based applications. Model progresses in linear fashion if no change arrives, but the moment 
as these changes come across, model find its way back to the phase wherever this change needs to be 
accommodated. This back and forth movement of the model makes the difference in any environment to 
accommodate change. Mainly model is divided into three major phases Requirement Engineering, Design, 
Implementation. Further sub activities in the model are shown in figure 1: 
 
4.  Scope of the Paper: 
 
This paper not only clearly explains model objectives and comparative study with other software process 
models but also validation of the proposed model by undertaking a case study (Hostel Management System of a 
college) and producing its simulation. 
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5. Model Objectives: 
 
Table below shows each phase objective and its decomposition: 
Table 1: Phase Objectives 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Phase Objectives Objective Decomposition 
 Iteration (When Necessary) 
x Understand what is to be built. 
x Identify main system functionality. 
x Conclude at least one possible solution. 
 
 Requirement Engineering Phase: 
Gathering the requirements, Analyze the 
requirements to refine them and produce SRS, 
Validate requirements , Test the requirements 
and Manage the change in the requirements. 
 Iteration (When Necessary) 
x Design and baseline an Architecture 
x Detailed analysis of the domain entities 
involved in the system. 
x Lays the basis for the code. 
 Design Phase: 
Define the architecture of the web application 
(basic entities and relationship), Shows the 
basic flow the functionality and Shows the 
classes and their relationships which are 
going to take part in code 
 Iteration (When Necessary) 
x Develop a complete product. 
x Evaluate the interface. 
x Test to validate that user expectations. 
x Achieve stakeholder agreement that 
deployment is complete 
  Implementation Phase: 
x Develop web application 
x Perform Heuristic Evaluation to find 
problems in the user interface. 
x Test Solution 
x Deploy Product. 
Fig1: Usability Driven Web Based Software Process Model [2] 
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6. Comparison with existing software process models: 
 
9DULRXVVRIWZDUHSURFHVVPRGHOVKDYHEHHQGLVFXVVHG LQ WKLVZRUNEXWQRQHRI WKHPFDQEHFDOOHGD³5DSLG
'HYHORSPHQW 6RIWZDUH 3URFHVV0RGHO´ EHFDXVH WKH PRVW HIIHFWLYH PRGHO GHSHQGV RQ WKH FRQWH[W LQ ZKLFK LW LV
being used or the SURMHFW¶VQHHGV>7].  
Table 2: Comparative Study of  UdWbM with Existing Models [7] 
Software Process Model Capability Build & 
Fix 
Waterfall Spiral Evolutionary 
prototyping 
UdWbM 
Works with poorly understood requirements Poor Poor Excellent Excellent Excellent 
Works with poorly understood architecture Poor Poor Excellent Fair Excellent 
Produces highly reliable system Poor Excellent Excellent Fair Excellent 
Produces system with large growth  Poor  Excellent Excellent Excellent  Excellent 
Manages risks Poor  Poor Excellent Fair Fair 
Can be constrained to a predefined schedule Poor Fair Fair Poor Fair 
Has lowered overhead Excellent Poor Fair Fair Fair 
Allows for mid course corrections Poor  Poor Fair Excellent Excellent 
Provide customer with visibility Fair Poor Excellent Excellent Fair 
Provide management with visibility Poor Fair Excellent Fair Fair 
Component based reuse Poor Poor Poor Fair Poor 
Provides methodology for Change Management Poor Poor Fair Poor Excellent 
Defect Detection & Removal Poor Fair Fair Fair Excellent 
Covers Quality requirements  Poor Poor N/A Fair Excellent 
 
7KHUDWLQJVLQWKHWDEOHDUHEDVHGRQWKHPRGHO¶VEHVWSRWHQWLDO7KHUDWLQJLVJLYHQDV³([FHOOHQW´³)DLU´DQG
³3RRU´7KHDFWXDOHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIDQ\VRIWZDUHSURFHVVPRGHOZLOOGHSHQGRQKRZLWLVLPSOHPHQWHG*LYHQ
below is the description of characteristics mentioned in table 2[7]: 
x Works with poorly understood requirements: UdWbM is excellent when working with poorly 
understood requirements as it allows working with requirements at hand and later with its change 
management activity accommodating requirement change where necessary.  
x Works with poorly understood architecture: UdWbM worked well in an environment where 
application domain was known but the features for different officials were different. 
x Produces highly reliable system: UdWbM has testing activities along with each phase producing 
reliable system with minimum defects. 
x Produces system with large growth envelop: Change management sub activity of UdWbM enables 
extending system architecture. 
x Manages risks: Testing along with each phase helps in finding the faults earlier and somewhat reducing 
the risks in UdWbM. 
x Has low overhead: In UdWbM, change management and testing activity along with each phase though 
advantageous but compared to other models is an overhead. 
x Allows for midcourse corrections: UdWbM has change management using iterations to previous 
phases for mid-course corrections. 
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x Provides customer with progress visibility: At regular intervals of testing accompanied by each phase 
the customer is involved to get visibility of progress of the module being developed. 
x Covers quality requirements: UdWbM covers non- functional requirements of a product early by 
eliciting them in its requirement generation phase itself to cover quality aspects of the product as well. 
Also usability aspect of the model is handled separately. 
 
7. Validation of the proposed Model: 
 
Over the last few decades there are several stories of schedule and cost overruns as well as poor quality product 
delivered by software development organizations [5]. At the same time, the demand of the customer for delivery of 
faster, cheaper and better software products has led to the improved performance of the software developers. The 
NH\ TXHVWLRQ ZDV ³KRZ FDQ WKH WRROV SHRSOH DQG WHFKQRORJLHV ZRUN WRJHWKHU WR SURGXFH a better and improved 
VRIWZDUHSURGXFW´7KHSRWHQWLDODQVZHUWRWKLVTXHVWLRQZDVWKHHYDOXDWLRQRIWKHDWWULEXWHVLQYROYHGLQWKHVRIWZDUH
product right from its development life cycle to its use. But according to literature the discipline of software 
engineering has proved to be the trivial one when it comes to measurement of its attributes for evaluation. Analysis 
of all software process models is otherwise infeasible to be implemented in real world [6]. Currently, software 
process model simulation is gaining popularity to be used to tackle a diversity of issues [5]. So, with these limited 
attributes the proposed web development model was set up in a virtual environment for analysis using SimSE 
software engineering environment. SimSE is a software engineering simulation environment (in the form of a game) 
whose goal is to bridge the gap between the large amount of conceptual software engineering knowledge and work 
put into practice in software engineering project [3]. SimSE allows users to practice a "virtual" software engineering 
process (or sub-process) in a fully graphical, interactive environment enables them to learn the complex cause and 
effect relationships underlying the processes of software engineering. The simulation environment provides the user 
with a game-like experience: all output is presented in a graphical user interface, which realistically portrays all of 
the characters, surroundings, artifacts, causes and effects of decisions, and other various details present in a real 
world software engineering environment [4]. In its evaluation phase, SIMSE has been tested in a multisite 
environment, where students were given an assignment to work on three SIMSE models (rapid prototype, RUP and 
inspection). Results from the study shows that students find it very easy for them to use the game for every process 
model; even it helped them to better understand the process model [8]. 
7.1 Working of Simulation: 
The following section shows the working of the developed simulation. For developing a simulation we 
have taken a case study of developing a hostel management system of a college. The working is shown by building 
the Hostel management system for a college using the proposed web development model. There are some 
constraints which are to be defined for the simulation i.e. the budget of Rs. 300,000 is allocated to the project and 
3500 clock ticks are allocated to the project. We have to deliver the project within this time and budget constraints. 
 
7.2 Resources & Working: 
The major resources which are there in the development of Hostel Management System in simulation are: 
Artifacts, Customers, Employee, Project (Hostel Management System) and Tools. To start the simulation first thing 
is to purchase the tools. Next step as proposed by the model is requirement engineering phase, which involves 
creating the requirement document, the main working of the model starts from here. After selecting the participant 
next window will allow us to select tools. After selecting the tool, it is time to run the application by using clock 
ticks. During work any of the employees can often inform of important events. Other important events such as new 
requirements arrival can also be seen, which needs to be handled. Then simulation continues in the same fashion as 
our work progress. Next activity proposed by the model progress in the similar fashion. 
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7.3 Analysis:   
The simulation generates three types of graphs to analyse the simulation and its core elements: Action Graph 
and object graph.  An action graph provides a trace of events/actions/activities that occurred in the simulation. The 
player can select different activities which he wants to analyze with respect to other selected events. The x-axis in 
the graph indicates time progression, in clock ticks while the y-axis has no semantics, but only sketches different 
graphic actions. The action bar for a specific event begins with the start of an activity and ends with the end of the 
activity. Figure below shows an action graph for the requirement engineering activities involved in proposed 
usability driven web based software process model. 
 
7.4 Results: 
Results are obtained by running simulation for Rapid Prototype Model (RP), Extreme Programming (XP) 
and UdWbM (Usability Driven Web based Software Process Model). Figures 3 and 4 are the action graphs for each 
model mentioned above: 
 
Fig 2: (a) Action graph for RE Activities (b) Action Graph for Design Activity 
Fig. 2: Action Graph for RE Activities 
Fig. 3: Action Graph for Rapid Prototype Model 
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With the help of the action graph obtained using the SimSE simulation for each development process model, a table 
was formulated using the data obtained from individual action graphs for Rapid Prototype Model (RP), Extreme 
Programming (XP) and UdWbM (Usability Driven Web based Software Process Model) 
Table 3: Effort in Number of clock ticks by activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.5 Analysis:  
The graphical form of the table is depicted by Figure 5. Graph shows the time taken per development phase 
was calculated for the three models mentioned above. For UdWbM requirement phase consumed 494 clock ticks as 
compared to RP and XP which took 229 and 122 clock ticks respectively showing that the UdWbM took more time 
in requirement engineering activities. Similarly for the design phase, UdWbM took 543 clock ticks, as compared to 
RP and XP which are at 523 and 236 clock ticks as per design phase respectively.  UdWbM took 823 clock ticks for 
coding activity while RP consumed 786 clock ticks. XP took 1167 clock ticks to complete the same functionality in 
three iterations. Finally, the testing phase of UdWbM took 773 clock ticks as compared to 826 clock ticks of RP and 
Model Req Spec Design Code Testing Review Repair Total Clock Ticks 
RP 229 532 768 826 124 303 2782 
XP 122 236 1167 1013 250 410 3198 
UdWbM 494 543 823 773 257 119 3009 
Fig 4: Action Graph for UdWbM 
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1013 clock ticks of XP. UdWbM took average number of clock ticks to cover testing because it integrates testing 
and validation activities within the requirement, design, and implementation phases; identifying and removing errors 
and defects as they arise per phase thereby reducing the effort and defect removal cost of the identified defects. The 
sooner the defects are identified the lesser is the cost for fixing the defect.  
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